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                            A variety of snacks for every taste
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                            The hearty snack for your break

                        

                    

                
            

        


                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


                

            
        

    
            
                
                    
                        
                            
    

            
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

    
            
                Mar-Ko meat snacks: Your perfect solution for the hearty impulse purchase segment 
            

        



            



            



        
    



                
                

    Consumers used to want sweets as a snack for the occasional break. Nowadays most people help themselves to savoury alternatives. Hearty convenience ideas are trendy and have successfully been established in the market long ago.

Use our expertise in the snack industry and create new purchase impulses for your customers. We are happy to assist you in new introductions.



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


                        

                        
                            
                                
    

            
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

    
            
                Your advantages
            

        



            



            



        
    



                
                

    ✓ high level of recognition
 ✓ strong brand identity
 ✓ great flavour
 ✓ excellent quality
 ✓ versatile brand
 ✓ long shelf life
 ✓ individual packages
 ✓ first class service
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                    Less fat, full of flavour
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                    On a roll? In a roll!
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                    Pocket-sized gourmet salami!
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    MAR-KO:
 A partner you can trust.




                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


                        

                        
                            
    

            
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    



                
                

    Mar-Ko has the right snack for every taste. Not only are you bringing variety into your product range, you are also securing top returns accompanied by outstanding product quality. 

Advantages for distributors



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


                        

                    

                

            
        

    
            
                
                    
                        
                            


    
        
            
                Quality

Sustainable snacks with quality: highest product safety, unbeatable flavour!
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                Sustainability

Meat snacks sustainably produced – we are placing emphasis on a fair use of ressources!
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Mar-Ko and its products are regularly awarded and certified.
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    Contact us

At Mar-Ko we always aim to provide excellent customer service. We look forward to hearing from you.



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
    

            
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    



                
                

    At your service
 for any question!

Contact us
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                About Cookies
            

                    By continuing to use our website and offers, you are accepting
                                                                          the use of indispensable cookies. By clicking on the "Accept" button
                                                                          all categories of cookies will be activated. You can change your consent
                                                                          change your consent at any time with effect for the future. In the cookie consent options
                                                                          you can manage the categories of different cookies and allow additional
                                                                          allow additional categories. You can find more information in our Cookie Policy,
                                                                          as well as our Privacy Policy and the
                                                                          Imprint. For queries on the subject of
                                                                          you can reach us via our contact form.
                

                    Settings
                

                                            Mandatory
                                        

                                            These cookies are needed for a smooth operation of our website.
                                        
	Name	Purpose	Lifetime	Type	Provider
	
                CookieConsent
            	
                Saves your consent to using cookies.
            	
                1
                year
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Website
                
            





                                            Marketing
                                        


                                            With the help of these cookies we strive to improve our offer for our users. By means of anonymized data of website users we can optimize the user flow. This enables us to improve ads and website content.
                                        
	Name	Purpose	Lifetime	Type	Provider
	
                _gcl_au
            	
                Used by Google AdSense to experiment with advertisement efficiency.
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                AMP_TOKEN
            	
                Contains a token that can be used to retrieve a Client ID from AMP Client ID service. Other possible values indicate opt-out, inflight request or an error retrieving a Client ID from AMP Client ID service.
            	
                1
                year
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _dc_gtm_--property-id--
            	
                Used by DoubleClick (Google Tag Manager) to help identify the visitors by either age, gender or interests.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _ga
            	
                Used to distinguish users.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _gid
            	
                Used to distinguish users.
            	
                1
                day
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _fbp
            	
                Stores the unique visitor ID.
            	
                28
                days
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    facebook
                
            
	
                facebookPixel
            	
                If JavaScript is not enabled, this pixel initiates a connection to facebook.
            	
                
                none
            	
                Pixel
            	
                
                    facebook
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